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Steak is Only the Beginning 
Executive Chef Joe Palma brings universal expertise to his menu at BOURBON STEAK 

 
Born and raised in Brownsburg, Indiana, Joe Palma didn't grow up cooking at his grandmother's 
knee – but he did benefit from a very early exposure to natural produce, thanks to her one-and-a-
half-acre garden. His father, a mechanic, taught him the value of craft, and working with one's 
hands. A paper route at age eleven instilled a strong work ethic. But it was jobs in local restaurants 
beginning his freshman year in high school that sparked his love of professional kitchen culture. 
Working his way up to line cook, he was armed with a solid résumé when he headed off to the 
College of Charleston at age nineteen.  
 
Not knowing anyone in town, nor anything about the city of Charleston except that his parents had 
once enjoyed a vacation there, Palma presented himself seeking work at Slightly North of Broad, 
Frank Lee's renowned Low Country bistro; it rung a bell as the source of a Pecan Praline Napoleon 
recipe his mother once clipped from Southern Living. Lee, busy butchering fish at the time, asked 
why he wanted to be there. Palma, instantly enamored of the environment, assured the chef that he'd 
work harder than anyone else in the kitchen. It worked out pretty well for both of them, he recalls 
fondly, and over the course of his three-and-a-half years under Lee's tutelage, he earned degrees in 
Philosophy and Economics, and also rowed crew. The sport went hand-in-hand with the job, 
reinforcing Palma's love of the team aspect of a professional kitchen, and the intense physicality of 
the work.  
 
After graduation, a sense that he should pursue a career related to his Economics major led to a 
three-month stint in a local bank, during which he kept his job at the restaurant, and took on another 
as a bouncer. It was clear where his heart lay. "The restaurant kitchen is the last pure meritocracy," 
asserts Palma. "If the food doesn't taste good, it's on you. You can't email your way out of it, or 
blame anyone else." The very tangible sense of creation, accomplishment, and order appeals to him, 
as well: "The kitchen is perfectly clean and orderly when I arrive and when I leave. Every day is a 
clean slate," he says, adding that he thrives on the 'immediate feedback' loop.    
 
Palma's impressive professional trajectory has been the result of his simple m.o. of working his 
hardest at a good restaurant, succeeding at his job, and moving on to another. "It's not rocket 
science," he explains, "master the work, the skills, and the dynamic; rinse and repeat!" From 
Charleston, he headed to Washington, DC, where he became immersed in classical French cuisine, 
working first with Michel Richard at Citronelle, then joining Yannick Cam's team at his acclaimed 
Le Paradou. The demands of Cam's haute level of cooking forced a "highest-level buy-in" from the 
aspiring chef. "There were no recipes used," he notes, "and I learned a number of very simple 
things, the hard way. In fact, I learned a ton." At the end of two years, Palma ventured to New York, 
to play with the big dogs. Cam graciously offered to connect him with "a few guys in New York 
who can cook." One of those 'guys' was Eric Ripert.  
 



Palma had been well versed in meat-based cooking at Le Paradou, but was not so comfortable with 
seafood. "Let's go learn from the best," he determined, admitting now that he was terrified as the 
rookie at Le Bernardin. Kept afloat by his exemplary knife skills and work ethic, Palma hit his 
stride manning the sauté station, enduring the most intense pressure in the kitchen and "swinging as 
hard as I could." He was eventually promoted to saucier and then sous chef, before Ripert asked 
him to return to Washington to open his new Westend Bistro at the Ritz-Carlton. There, as chef de 
cuisine, he learned the ropes of running a prestigious hotel restaurant, and made a name for himself 
creating elegant Southern fare for the nation's capital. After three-and-a-half years, he returned to 
Charleston with his wife, a pastry chef he'd met at the Ritz-Carlton; as executive chef of High 
Cotton, he transformed the neighborhood steakhouse into a temple of elevated Low Country 
cuisine. Two years in, just as Palma and his wife had bought a house in Charleston, he was courted 
by the Michael Mina Group to take up the reins as executive chef of BOURBON STEAK at Four 
Seasons Hotel Washington, DC -- back in Washington. 
 
It was a tremendous opportunity, and one he couldn't resist. "The Mina Group, the Four Seasons, 
and now Blackstone, they're all on the same page as to what they want from our restaurant, which is 
simply the best food and wine, and the highest level of service: that works for me! The bar is set 
really high, but the support is there, and we have a great team in place, both front- and back-of-the-
house." All these restaurants later, Palma can still claim be the hardest working pro in his kitchen. 
He enjoys complete autonomy in his menu development, and is constantly striving to make the 
dining experience even more elegant, and to deliver the highest possible value to the restaurant's 
worldly and sophisticated clientele. His depth of expertise in seafood as well as meats makes 
BOURBON STEAK an unusual steakhouse, indeed.   
 
"Steakhouses are having a big moment now, and, of course, Washington will always be a big 
steakhouse town. That's great," he says, conceding that the restaurant's name is 'BOURBON 
STEAK,' after all, "but I'd like to be known as a really great restaurant that serves a lot of really 
good meat." Judging by the appreciative acclaim Palma has generated at the Four Seasons, that's a 
goal he's already achieved. 
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